
CSM17 Bioinformatics Week4  Lab Practical 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Evolutionary Systems - (Phenotypic Characters) 
Creation of a Cladogram using PHYLIP 
************************************************************************ 
YOU SHOULD USE YOUR LAPTOP PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY. IF YOU HAVE NOT 
BROUGHT IT WITH YOU, YOU SHOULD SHARE WITH SOMEONE WHO HAS. IF YOU DO NOT 
HAVE THE PHYLIP SOFTWARE INSTALLED, YOU CAN DOWNLOAD IT FROM   
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html (with INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS). 
************************************************************************ 
 
1). Change your folder options so that full pathname and file extensions are shown. 
Download infile.min from the course website into your folder C:\Phylip 
Examine this file with notepad. This is the same data you used for the phenetic trees 
and identification exercises earlier in the course, but the data is shown as a text file 
(almost) suitable for input to PHYLIP. 
You will see that the first line contains the number of taxa (items) and the number of 
characters. The remaining lines each show the species name (abbreviated, as 
before) and the character states in order. If you compare this data to that used 
before for identification, you will see that ranges (such as 3.0-4.0) have been 
replaced by mean values (eg. in the above example, 3.5). 
 
2). Copy infile.ok from the course website into your C:\Phylip folder. 
[IMPORTANT] Change the filename from infile.ok to just infile (no extension). 
Examine this file using notepad. You will notice that the real numeric (RN) values 
have been replaced with discrete states corresponding to the 'key states' used in the 
SPECS file from the identification exercise last week. This is because the PARS 
program in PHYLIP requires discrete states (although it can deal with up to 8 
different states). 
 
3). Double click to run the pars.exe program in your C:Phylip folder. This should 
run the PARS (parsimony) program, using infile as the input data. When asked, just 
accept all the default parameters using Y. This should produce a number of equally 
parsimonious trees, shown in the outfile. (You can view this using notepad.) 
Another file should be produced called outtree. Rename this to be intree. 
 
4). Run the consensus.exe program. This takes the intree file, which now contains 
several equally parsimonious trees, and produces a consensus tree in the outtree 
file. (Say replace file when asked). Say Y to ‘are all these correct?’ Rename 
outtree to be outtree.tre (because TREEVIEW expects tree files to have the 
extension .tre). 
 
5). The resultant outtree.tre file can be opened using the TREEVIEW program you 
used in previous lab sessions. If you don’t have it, you can download it (Windows 
version) from 
http://taxonomy.zoology.gla.ac.uk/rod/treeview.html 
 
6). You can now experiment with rerooting trees by changing the outgroup used to 
root the tree using the menu, then displaying with the new outgroup in TREEVIEW. 


